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Abstract. This paper discusses desirable architectures and structures of truly neural hardware. First,
we review the principles of neural processing, that is, ”pattern information representation” and ”pattern
information processing.” Then, from this principle viewpoint, we discuss physical reservoir computing, in
particular, wave-based hardware such as lightwave and spin-wave reservoir computing. We also discuss the
complex-valued neural networks, which is the primary framework in such wave-based neural networks.
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1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence based on neural networks such as deep learning neural networks (neuro-AI) realizes high
performance in many tasks in various situations. However, it also requires a long learning time and huge power
consumption. It is also true that time-sequential-data processing is also realizable by extending the networks to
recurrent architecture. The power and time consumption becomes, however, much larger. In the modern society
that utilizes sensor networks and cloud computing, it is urgent necessity to reduce the power consumption
totally and globally.

2

The essence of neural networks: Pattern information representation and
pattern information processing

The modern neuro-AI is based on the two principles, namely, ”pattern information representation” and ”pattern
information processing.” That is, many neurons represent information in cooperation, and the inner product of
the weights and multiple-neuron information yields outputs [9]. Contrarily, ”symbol information representation”
and ”symbol information processing” are the bases of the conventional logic-AI, where we assign meanings to
respective bits and flags to realize logic processing and deduction. They are the base of the so-called vonNeumann-type hardware, that can also conducts numerical processing with a most-significant bit and other bit
roles assigned.
First, we describe the diﬀerence and similarity between these two principles. We go back to the most basic
point. Fig. 1 shows (a) neurons in neural networks for the pattern information processing and (b) logic gates in
logic circuits for the symbol information processing. The most simple McCulloch-Pitts model relates the output
signals yj to the input signals xi with an activation fuction f and a threshold θj as
(
)
∑
yj = f
wji xi − θj
(1)
i

Similarly, the input signals at the logic gates xi (usually 0 or 1) and the output signals yj are related to each
other with a step function 1 as
(
)
∑
yj = 1
1 · xi − θ j
(2)
i

where we can obtain an AND-gate by adjusting the threshold as 2 < θj < 3, for example, 2.5, or OR-gate by
setting θj =0.5 for example. In this sense, logic gates are very similar to neurons.
⋆
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Fig. 1. Fundamental diﬀerence and similarity in their principles between (a) neurons in neural networks for pattern information representation/processing and (b) logic gates in logic circuits for symbol information representation/processing.

However, neurons usually receive many input signals transmitted from many other neurons with many
synapses, and their weighting factors wji take continuous values. Putting stress on these facts, we can say that
the neural internal state uj is the inner product of the weights w = [wji ] and the input signals x = [xi ]. That
is,
J
∑
∑
uj =
wji xi − θj =
wji xi
(3)
i

i=0

where we assume θj = wj0 , xo = −1 formally. We call this manner the pattern information representation, where
the information is represented by many neurons. We also call the processing manner the pattern information
processing, where the inner product of many weights and input signals results directly in the output. Since
information is supported by many neurons, a fault of a single or a few neurons does not so influential to the
output value.
It is also significant that information ”A” a little diﬀerent from information ”B” is also very similar to ”B.”
This is the origin of the generalization ability that neural networks acquire. Statistically, averaging the inner
product results in the correlation of the weights and input signals. The importance of correlation is found not
only in such microscopic single neuron activities but also in macroscopic big-data processing in the neuro-AI
world.
In contrast, a logic gate usually has only a small number of input signals so that a fault in a single input
results in an output error. Generalization ability is also unacquirable. However, it is good for the logic circuit to
fully utilize the small number of inputs to represent information densely by putting importance to a single bit
or a single flag. This usage was meaningful in particular when the memory capacity is quite limited as it was
decades ago. This is the basis of CPUs (central processing units) used in the von-Neumann-type computers,
which is very diﬀerent from that of the brain.

3

Serious issues found in the present hardware: Inconsistency between the
processing principle and the physical reality

It is possible to conduct neural network processing on symbol information representation/processing hardware
by a software-based strategy. This is the present neuro-AI. However, there exists inconsistency between the
processing principles and the hardware bases [10]. This point is the most essential issue, which results in serious
problems such as the huge power consumption. This inconsistency is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Table 1 lists the most serious two problems in large scale integrated circuits such as the present CPUs in vonNeumann-type computers. The variability in element characterisitcs is the biggest barrier in the Moore’s law.
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Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration showing the physical reservoir hardware consistent with the neuro-AI principles as well
as the von-Neumann-type hardware inconsistent with them.
Table 1. Two serious problems in large scale integrated circuits, their symptoms and the causes.
Problem
Symptom
Element variabil- Increase of errors in logic circuit
ity

Cause
Extreme reduction of atom numbers in a transistor,
then the increase of standard deviation against mean
of electric characteristics
Wiring explosion Increase of energy consumption to charge Relative increase of wiring area to reducing transistor
and discharge the physical wires
size

We have to go further beyond. We can solve the variability problem by introducing a neural learning dynamics
in devices. One way is the reservoir computing mentioned below. That leads to ”non-elaborate” devices, which
does not require too much elaboration in the fabrication stage. Such a device acquires a normal operation
through exposure to the environment. This means also that the device works flexibly even if the environment
changes.
Wiring explosion is very serious. It is almost equivalent to the energy consumption explosion. An ideal device
should be hard-wiring free. Such a device is possible by using waves. For example, an optical reservoir computing
system uses lightwave to map time-sequential signals to spatiotemporal domain. A spin-wave reservoir computing
uses charge particles, i.e., electrons, but they do not flow, free from hard wiring. There exists a framework with
which such wave-based neural networks are suitably constructed. It is the complex-valued neural networks [7,9].

4

Reservoir computing hardware

Presently, many researchers pay attention to reservoir computing [1, 16, 20, 32, 39–44, 46–50]. One of the most
attractive points in reservoir computing is the fact that it is realizable by using physical phenomena directly with
flexible utilization of spatiotemporal domain. Physical reservoirs are consistent with the pattern information
representation/processing, being free from the inconsistency between the processing principles and the physical
realization. Those using waves are also free from hard wiring, resulting in no charging nor discharging and
consequently low power consumption. There are various ways to realize reservoirs [1]. In this paper, we review
two reservoirs we proposed, namely, a lightwave reservoir system and a spin-wave reservoir chip.
Fig. 3 shows the basic structure of a lightwave reservoir computing system [38]. A semiconductor laser is
fed with a feedback from outside of the laser cavity. Then the oscillation gets apart from usual oscillation, and
becomes unstable. We set the operation at the so-called ”edge of chaos,” a near-chaotic point. When we feed
a time-sequential input signal at the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) having electrodes, the laser generates
diverse signals dependent on the input. We weight and gather the signals to synthesize a desirable output.
This system is fabricated as a small optics suitable for integrated optical circuits. Besides this, various kinds of
lightwave reservoirs have been proposed mainly by using optical fibers [5, 30].
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Fig. 3. Micro-optics lightwave reservoir computing system [38].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Structure and (b) wave propagation example of a spin-wave reservoir computing chip device [34].

Fig. 4(a) shows the basic structure of a spin-wave reservoir chip composed of a magneto-electric coupling
layer, a garnet film and a conductive substrate [33,34]. Spin waves excited in the garnet film at the red electrodes
propagate with scattering and reflection, and interfere nonlinearly. They have also hysteresis, anisotropy and
dispersion. Such complex dynamics of the spin wave results in the transformation of the input signals to generate
various time-sequential signals dependent on the input signals, which realizes the synthesis of desired output
signals at simple output neurons connected to this chip. If we implement an equivalent transformation with
a von-Neumann-type computer by using software, we need large calculation time and energy consumption.
Instead, we rely on the physics of the spin wave. We have equivalently infinite number of neurons in the garnet
film. There is no explicit wiring, but the spin wave realizes the communication among the neurons.

5

Complex-valued neural networks: The coherent neural networks

The framework of complex-valued neural networks (CVNNs) is the principle of the dynamics in such wave-based
neural networks using lightwave, electromagnetic wave, sonic or ultrasonic wave, spin wave and various quantum
waves [9]. It is also the framework of neural networks that deal with information acquired by wave phenomena
such as radar imaging and sensing systems.
The merit of CVNNs lies in the excellent generalization ability arising from the combination of complex
numbers and the learning process. CVNNs are diﬀerent from double-dimensional real-valued neural networks as
follows. Complex numbers have multiple manners in their representation. One is the real 2×2 matrix representation. Here, it is notable that the matrix has only 2 parameters in itself corresponding to phase and amplitude,
instead of usual four parameters (components) in a 2×2 matrix [3]. This fact means a low degree of freedom in
the learning process, which also means sparsity built in the complex number inherently and intrinsically. This
feature works eﬀectively in dealing with phase and amplitude adaptively [8, 17–19]. In other words, the network
has high ability to estimate and/or predict phase and amplitude values included in waves (and polarization in
Australian Journal of Intelligent Information Processing Systems
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Fig. 5. A chart to map complex-valued neural networks and other information processing frameworks with a coordinates having the two axes showing pattern information representation/processing or symbol information representation/processing as the horizontal axis and the information connection amount/density as the vertical axis [15].

the case of quaternion networks [27–29, 35–37]). This advantage gets obvious not as the complex number solely,
but makes its appearance only when combined with the learning process. Most of electronic systems deal with
waves, sometimes with the help of Fourier transform. Then the CVNN framework is useful in various electronic
systems.
In general, if the number of parameters (connection weights) in a neural network is too small, the errors
at teacher signal points (examples for learning) do not converge at zero suﬃciently. Contrarily, when it is too
large, the network has too high degree of freedom, resulting in worse generalization characteristics. A CVNN
restrict the parameters in such a manner that every neuron processes the phase and amplitude appropriately
in its treating waves. In this sense, a CVNN is a coherent neural network. Its first application fields include
adaptive processing in radar imaging and wireless communications [2, 45].
Wave phenomena including quantum eﬀects are significantly important also in devices for information processing. This fact leads to the expectation to develop and fabricate new information devices that utilize wave
phenomena and the principle of CVNN in the near future. Previous works proposed, for example, coherent
lightwave neural networks [4, 6, 11–13]. They utilize the phase and the amplitude of lightwave for information
processing [21–24, 31]. They also presented preliminary experiments on frequency-domain multiplexing in the
learning and processing [25, 26].
Fig. 5 is a chart to map CVNNs and other information processing frameworks with a coordinates with the two
axes showing pattern information representation/processing or symbol information representation/processing
as the horizontal axis whereas the information connection amount/density as the vertical axis [15]. The reservoir
computing based on CVNNs occupies the large upper-right area, which suggests their substantial developments
in the near future [14].

6

Conclusion

We discussed the principles of neuro-AI systems in its dynamics, namely, the pattern information representation
and the pattern information processing. Then we mentioned that physical reservoir computing realizes hardware
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consistent with the neural principles. We showed two examples, a micro-optics lightwave reservoir computing
system and a spin-wave reservoir chip device, both of which utilize waves. Finally we discussed the merits of
CVNNs in such wave-based reservoir computing hardware.
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